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The Space Physics Analysis Network, or SPAN, has grown exponentially over
the course of the last few years. In this time period, the number of tail
circuits to SPAN remote facilities has grown considerably, and the number
of registered SPAN host computers is now well over 2500. SPAN is a
component of the global DECnet Internet, which currently counts
somewhere over 17,000 host computers.
The growth of SPAN from its implementation in 1981 to the present has
created a need for users to acquire timely information about the network. In
the past, information about the network was spread by word of mouth or
through relevant publications. Since that time, it has become clear that the
need for information on SPAN could only be satisfied by developing a central
source for dissemination of such knowledge. The SPAN Network
Information Center (SPAN NIC), managed by the National Space Science
Data Center (NSSDC), is an online facility which was developed to meet this
need for SPAN-wide information. The remote node descriptive information
in this document is not currently contained in the SPAN_NIC data base but
will be incorporated in the near future. Access is also available to non-
DECnet users over a variety of networks such as Telenet, the NASA Packet
Switched System (NPSS), and the TCP/IP Internet (see the Appendix,
Accessing SPAN from Non-SPAN Nodes).
The purpose of the Space Physics Analysis Network Node Directory is to
serve as the "Yellow Pages" for SPAN node information. This document also
provides key information concerning other computer networks connected
to SPAN, nodes associated with each SPAN routing center, science
discipline nodes, contacts for primary SPAN nodes, and SPAN reference
information.
Section II, which covers DECnet Internetworking, discusses SPAN
connections with other wide-area DECnet networks (many with thousands of
nodes each). As many researchers have already realized, there are many
nodes which can be reached by SPAN users besides those listed in this
document. This is due to the excellent cooperation between the DECnet
wide-area networks that have subscribed to the same security rules and have
adopted the policy of noninterference for the benefit of all the Institutions,
thereby making the DECnet Internet possible.
Section III provides information about the nodes currently listed in the
SPAN Network Information Center Online Data Base System. This chapter
has the information listed both by the node name (NODEname) in alphabetic
order (with the discipline of each node listed for those users who want to
find someone in the same discipline) and by country and institution. This
will be especially useful to researchers who need to know the appropriate
node names to reach their colleagues. Section III contains valuable resource
information to aid those interested in deciding whether or not to become a
SPAN node.
The first part of Section IV is an index of all remote sites connected to US-
SPAN and European-SPAN (E-SPAN) in alphabetic order. The second part
of Section IV provides information on the SPAN-taJI circuits, i.e., those
remote nodes connected directly to a SPAN routing Center, which is the
local point of contact for resolving SPAN-related problems. Section V
contains reference material foffi_ose_o wish to know more about SPAN.
Because of the rapid growth of SPANTif fs-very likeiy t-l_-at not aii sPAN nodes
are listed in this document. The SPAN Yellow Pages is reissued periodically.
Therefore, it is very important that the remote node managers send their
node information to SPAN_NIC. (See the Introduction to SPAN, Green et







II. Internetworking: The DECnet Internet
SPAN's usefulness to the scientific community has been greatly enhanced by
engineering interconnections between existing wide-area DECnet networks
(WANs) and SPAN (e.g., HEPNET, THEnet [formerly TEXnet], GEONET).
The interconnection of these WANs required careful coordination between
SPAN and HEPNET management to ensure the technical viability of the
resulting "Internetwork." This coordination requires mutual agreements
between the various network managers on node and area number
assignments, DECnet circuit costs, interconnection gateways, and other
characteristics that affect the viability and performance of the DECnet
Internet. The current internetwork topology of SPAN in relation to other
DECnet-based networks and multiprotocol WANs will be described below.
The current structure of United States SPAN (US-SPAN), as shown in Figure
1, is composed of an interconnected mesh topology. (See Peters, 1986.)
Each star has a SPAN routing center as its nucleus. These routing centers
are located at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC), the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and Johnson Space
Center (JSC). A fifth U.S. routing center has recently been established at
Ames Research Center (ARC). The routing centers are linked together by a
set of redundant 56-kbps backbone circuits. This mesh topology allows high
bandwidth circuits as well as backup, should any single SPAN routing center
or 56-kbps line fail. From each routing center extend tail circuits (9.6-kbps
minimum line speed) linking the remote institutions into the SPAN
backbone. Figure 2 shows, in map form, all sites currently connected to
SPAN.
As shown in Figure 1, US-SPAN is connected to European-SPAN (E-SPAN)
via a 19.2 kbps (upgraded from 9.6 kbps in early 1988) dedicated line
between the GSFC Routing Center and the European Space Operations
Center (ESOC) in Darmstadt, Federal Republic of Germany. ESOC acts as an
E-SPAN routing center, along with the European Space Research Institute
(ESRIN) located in Frascati, Italy. Prior to 1987, the connection between
US-SPAN and E-SPAN was established on a scheduled basis using
GTE/Telenet and PSI X.25 circuits. X.25 connections from ESOC to the
MSFC Routing Center and from ESOC to the GSFC Routing Center are now
maintained as backups to the dedicated line, thus ensuring reliable 24-hour
service between US-SPAN and E-SPAN.
Within E-SPAN, the backbone and tail circuits are composed of DECnet over
a number of different media. E-SPAN consists of DECnet links over
dedicated lines, as well as DECnet over both private and public X.25 packet
switch networks. ESOC and ESRIN both support tail circuits to cooperating









































The internetwork topology is also shown in Figure 1. SPAN is shown
schematically with squares representing the four major routing centers,
along with the European-SPAN (E-SPAN) routing center and the Ames Sub-
routing Center. In general, there are more interconnections between the
various WANs than are shown. The interconnections that are shown are
those that have been sanctioned as gateways for the general purpose user.
For networks that use DECnet, the gateways are transparent, enabling a user
to access a computer on the associated network as easily as any other
computer on SPAN.
In September 1986, SPAN made its first connection with the High Energy
Physics Network (HEPNET) by virtue of having circuits to the same remote
institutions. US-HEPNET is a data communications network supporting
high energy physics research in the United States. US-HEPNET is the
largest component of the more encompassing Energy Sciences
Network/DECnet, a DECnet network run for the benefit of the Office of
Energy Research of the U.S. Department of Energy. The topology of US-
HEPNET utilizes a routing center approach with U.S. Government
laboratories acting as the hubs. Currently, SPAN and HEPNET interconnect
at many sites. A new US-SPAN to US-HEPNE_ backbone-to-backbone link is
scheduled to begin service in June 1989. There is also a European
component to HEPNET, named European-HEPNET (E-HEPNET). E-
HEPNET is managed by the European Organization for Nuclear Research
(CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland.
Consisting of over 400 DECnet nodes as of January 1987, THEnet is another
DECnet-based WAN to be internetworked with SPAN. THEnet links the
three major state universities (Texas A & M, the University of Texas System,
and the University of Houston) into a single WAN. As shown in Figure 2,
THEnet is interconnected to SPAN via the JSC Routing Center. When
THEnet was first encountered, three points of interconnection were
planned. A mutual agreement between SPAN and THEnet management
limited this to a single gateway between the University of Texas at Austin
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LYNX $3.$2 UNIV Or COLORADO-BOULDER
MS 27.7 SDSC
MADMAX 24.2B6 USQS




MAIA $$.74 UNIV OF COLORADO-BOULDER
MANONO 6.9e NASA/GSFC
MAP 11.B4 NRL
MAR@ED 8.199 UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND
MARS1 S.954 CALTECH
MARVEL 8.466 UNIV OF MARYLAND
MCCOY 7.47 STANFORD UNIV
MCLOCK 9,81 LOCKHEED ENGINEERING SERV
MEDIC2 9.429 NASA/JSC
MEDICS 9.37 NASA/JSC
WEGASA 2B.B8 OBSERVATOIRE DE PARIS-MEU
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PSIKEY 3.368 PLANETARY S_IENCE !NSTITU
PSNCLU $9.ii7 PSN/CNR SEZ. MATERA
PSNMT $9:19i PSN/CNR SEZ. MATERA
PSNMT1 89.118 CNR/IRA
PSUMDS e.4se PENN STATE UNIV
PSUVel 8.4al PENN STATE UNIV
PUCE 6.Z85 WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC
RADLAB 9.Be NASA/JSC
RANGE 6.485 UNIV OF MARYLAND
RAP 9.$e$ NCAR
RAPID 6.$82 AFGL
RASTER 85.256 UNIV OF COLORADO-BOULDER
RDSS 9.258 NCAR
RED 8.1E1 WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC
RENOIR 9.7E NASA/JSC
REZIM 28.299 WAX PLANCK INST FUER KERN
RICE 9.281 RICE UNIV
RIGEL £.725 UCLA




RPS 8.410 SPACE TELESCOPE INSTITUTE
RSB 8.417 SPACE TELESCOPE INSTITUTE
RSMAS $.1 RSWAS
RWAT'TS 8.188 UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND
SIPBel B.S£2 APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATOR
SIPee2 8.$E2 APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATOR
SAL 8.85 NASA/GSFC
SAM 7.86 NASA/MSFC
SANDOR $3.$19 UNIV OF COLORADO-BOULDER
SANTA £.14£ NASA/JPL
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SCOXl $S.81 UNIV OF COLORADO-BOULDER
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NASA/JPL CHRISTOPHER FINCH
9.83 LOCKHEED ENGINEERING SERV BEN NQUYEN
G.28e TRW INC. MARK ISKRA
6.2SB TRW INC. SANDY CHANG
9.27 NASA/JSC JIM CLARKE
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E.SB NASA/JPL
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B, SPAN NIC Online D•_• Bm•e Syx_em: Output by Counbry/Inlt;_u_1on
The _ollowlng tl • I1=tlng of SPAN regl•_ered node• currently in the SPAN Network In?ormm_;on Cen_er
Online Dm_s Bose Sy=t.em (SPAN_NIC).
mlphmbe_;csl order wlbh]n country IimSing#.
These node• mr= grouped •lphmbe_icmlly. Inst_t_onl •ppelr in
NODE NODE
NUMBER NAME INSTITUTION CITY COUNTRY
18.100 CAND1-F CANADIAN DATA ANALYSIS NE'W0RK OTTAWA CANADA
18.150 HIAULY CANADIAN DATA ANALYSIS NETWORK OTTAWA CANADA
18.151 HIASMS CANADIAN DATA ANALYSIS NETWORK OTTAWA CANADA
18.152 HIASOL CANADIAN DATA ANALYSIS NETWORK OTTAWA CANADA
18.105 CANEDM UNIV OF ALBERTA EDMONTON CANADA
18.105 CANCAL UNIV OF CALGARY CALGARY CANADA
18.101 CANSAS UNIV OF SASKATCHEWAN SASKATOON CANADA
18.102 CANLON UNIV OF WESTERN ONTARIO LONDON CANADA
18.2 LIBRA YORK UNIV DOWNSVILLE CANADA
8.605 CTIOVI CERRO TOLOLO INTER-AMERICAN OBSERV SANTIAGO CHILE
8.504 CTIOV2 CERRO TOLOLD INTER-AMERICAN DBSERV SANTIAGO CHILE
28.83 CRPEIS CNET-PAB ISSY LES MOULINEAUX FRANCE
28.8E9 ESAHQO ESA/HEAD_UARTERS 75758 PARIS FRANCE
28.81 MESPOB INSTITUT D'ASTROPHYSICS DE PARIS 75014 PARIS FRANCE
28.82 IAPOBS INSTITUT D'ASTRDPHYSI_UE DE PARIS 75014 PARIS FRANCE
17.500 CDSXB1 OBSERV ASTRONDMI_UE DE STRASBOURG STRASBOURG FRANCE
17.S01 CDSXB2 OBSERV ASTRONOMI_UE DE STRASBOURG STRASBOURG FRANC_
28.529 IAPC09 OBSERVATOIRE DE PARIS PARIS FRANCE
28.51 UEUDON OBSERVATOIRE DE PARIS-MEUDON MEUDON FRANCE
28.58 MEGASA OBSERVATOIRE DE PARIS-MEUDON MEUDON FRANCE
28.67 MELAMA OBSERVATOIRE DE PARIS-MEUDDN MEUDON FRANCE
28.58 MELAMB OBSERVATOIRE DE PARIS-MEUDON MEUDON FRANCE
28.59 MELAMC OBSERVATOIRE DE PARIS-MEUDON MEUDON FRANCE
28.80 MESPOA OBSERVATDIRE DE PARIS-MEUDON MEUDON FRANCE
28.79 IASSET OBSERVATOIRE DE PARIS-MEUDON MEUDON FRANCE
28.71 IASTER OBSERVATOIRE DE PARIS-MEUDON MEUDON FRANCE
28.72 IASLAB OBSERVATOIRE DE PARIS-MEUDON MEUDON FRANCE
28.75 IASETC 0BSERVATOIRE DE PARIS-MEUDON MEUDON FRANCE
28.26 EST'rP2 ESA/ESTEC NOORDWIJK-AAN-ZEE HOLLAND
28.27 ESTTP8 ESA/ESTEC NOORDWIJK-AAN-ZEE HOLLAND
28.888 ESTWK4 ESA/ESTEC NOORDWIJK-AAN-ZEE HOLLAND
$7.189 ASTB01 C.N.R. BOLOGNA ITALY
5g.118 PSNMT1 CNR/IRA MATERA ITALY
17.50 ARCNR CDNSIGLID NAZIONALE DELLE RICERCHE FRASCATI ITALY
17.51 ARCNRI CONSIGLIO NAZlONALE DELLE RICERCHE FRASCATI ITALY
17.1 ESIS ESA/ESRIN ROME ITALY
17.10 EP0780 ESA/ESRIN FRASCATI ITALY
17.11 EPOMV1 ESA/ESRIN FRASCATI ITALY
17.12 ERSWS1 ESA/ESRIN FRASCATI ITALY
17.14 ERSMV1 ESA/ESRIN FRASCATI ITALY
17.15 EPOMON ESA/ESRIN FRASCATI ITALY
17.2 ESRIN2 ESA/ESRIN ROME ITALY
28.2 ESRIN1 ESA/ESRIN ROME ITALY
2g.125 ASTRBA IESI/CNR BARI ITALY
17.70 IFSI IFSI C.P, 27 ITALY
$8.254 VAXQE INSTIT NAZIONAL DI FISICA NUCLEARE GENOA ITALY
58.278 VAXGEA INSTIT NAZIONALE DI FISICA NUCLEARE GENOA ITALY
39.187 ASTMIU OBSERV. ASTR. BRERA (MERATE) MERATE ITALY
29.188 ASTMIB DBSERV. ASTR, BRERA (MILANO) MILANO ITALY
$9.124 ASTRNA OBSERV. ASTR. CAPODIMONTE NAPOLI ITALY
$g.185 MVXOAC OBSERV. ASTR. CAPODIMONTE NAPOLI ITALY
$8.150 ASTRFI OBSERV. ASTROFISICO ARCETRI FIRENZE ITALY
38.70 ASTRCT OBSERV. ASTROFISICO CATANIA CATANIA ITALY
17.81 ASTMP1 OBSERV. ASTRON. DI ROMA MONTE PORZIO CATONE ITALY
$9.85 ASTTO2 DBSERV. ASTRON. PIND TORINESE PINO TORINESSE (TO) ITALY
5g.121 ASTRTS OBSERV. ASTRONOMICO TRIESTE TRIESTE ITALY
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UNIV OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND
UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND
UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND
UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND
UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND
UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND
UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND
























































































































































































































































































































UNIVERSITIES SPACE RESEARCH ASSOC
US DEPT OF COMMERCE/NOAA/NESDIS/NODC




































WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION
EUROPEAN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY LABORATORY
EUROPEAN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY LABORATORY
EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY
EUROPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTRE
INSTITUTE FOR OPTOELECTRONICS

















































































































































































MAX PLANCK INST FUER KERNPHYSIK
MAX PLANCK INST FUER KERNPHYSIK
MAX PLANCk _I_-_UER KERNPHYSZK
MAX PLANCK ZNST FUER KERNPHYSIK
MAX PLANCK INST FUER KERNPHYSIK
MAX PLANCK-INST FUER KERNPNYSIK
MAX PLANCK INS]" FUER KERNPHYSIK
MAX PLANCK INST FUER KERNPHYSIK
MAX PLANCK INST FUER KERNPHYSIK
MAX PLANCK _UER KERNPHYSIK
MAX PLANCK INST FUER KERNPHYSIK
MAX PLANCK rN_T FUER KERNPHYSIK
MAX PLANCK _NST FUER KERNPHY$IK
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z zBIIIIIIIZZIISlZBIIIIIIIIISIIZI I_I_ZZIII_ I ZllIIIl
B. Qoddard Space Fllght, Cent4P SPAN Rou_,ing Center
IIIIIIIIII_Z: III III II_ _ III IIi--" IZ_.IZlI¢I IIIIII:= IIIIII ._.II
Updated 6/18/89
GODOARD SPACE FLZGHT CENTER (QSFC) Diaclpllnes Atl
OSFC/SPAN Rou_ing Cen_er Manager: Todd Bu_Jor (NCF:zTBUTLER)




Sciences Dr. JlmeI L. Green (NCF:zQREEN)
Sel/286-4554, FTS 888-4S34
Securi_y: Pa_ SlsIon (NCFszNETMQR)
Sel/286-7261, FTS 888-7251
IIII! II || ||I |I |
GS_C-Se;,ed SPANS;_o,
III IIII=I ImlI III I III I=
AIR FORCE QEOPHYSZCS LABORATORY (AFGL)
Technlcai: Mike Houte (AFQLSC,zHOULE)








APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY (APL) D1aclpl_ne, Solar Terrescrlll
Tachnlcmll Lore Sucher (APLSP**SLrrHER)




























SecuP;_y= Dsv;d R. F_nk (BFEC$:: SYSDRF)
Disclpllne=
BOSTON UNIVERSITY







Secur;_y= David Bradfo.d (BUASTA=sBRADFORD)
CANADIAN DATA ANALYSIS NETWORK
Technical= Denlel Seeveinckx (CAN01-1"s=ACTION)
Clnldiln DI[I Anelyals Network
Nl_onll Research Coun¢|l o_ Clnlds
HeP_zberg Ini_|_u_,e O_ As_rophys|cs





Security= Daniel SePvrinckx (CANOTT**ACTION)
Discipl|ne= Astronomy
D_sclpllne= Specs Phyalcs and Aeronomy
CERR0 TOLOL0 INTER-AMERICAN OBSERVATORY
Technical= Jim Hughes (CTIOVI==SYSTEM)





Securl_yx Jim Hughes (CTIOVI==SYSTEM)
Disclpllnes Space Sc|encel
CONTINUOUS ELECTRON BEAM ACCELERATION O|lclpl|ne| Energy Physlcs
FACILITY (CEBAF)
Teehn]csl= R1cha,d QIois (CEBAFlzsGLASS)
Con_|nuou= Electron Beam Acceleration FoctI;_y (CEBAF)
128(_ Jefferson Avenue
Newpor_ Newl_ VA 25B86
884/249-7188
So|enos=
SecuP;_y= R_chsrd Qlmss (CEBAFI:=GLAS5)
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Technical= B,ian Ce,c|ch (CUSPIFisCARCICH)
Cornell Un|veri|_y








Technlcals Doug Frezer CTlzlDOUOF)
Oort_mou_h College




Secur;_yt Doug Frozer (TI:=DOUGF)
EUROPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER (ESOC)
Technical: Jenny Franks (ECOl::NETUGR)
Paul Hughes (ECDI==NETMGR)





Saturdays Jenny Franks (ECDI==NET_GR)
D_ac_pl_ne: Space Sclence=
OODOARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER/LOCAL AREA
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (GSFC/LACN)
Technlcal: Jerome Benne¢_ (S_CDCL:=BENNETT)
Ooddsrd Spice Fl_gh¢ Center/





Security* Jerome Bennett (SDCDCL::BENNETT)
D_actpllne= All
GRUMUAN CORPORATE RESEARCH CENTER Diaclpllne=








Security= Nance Jenner|oh (NSSDCA=tCRCVAX==SYSTEU)
KYOTO UNIVERSITY






Security: Toyo Kome_ (NSSDCA=tPSI_KYOTOI:TOYO)
Dlaclpltne= Specs Sc_ence=
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (WIT)
Technlcol: Diane Splegel (6594:=SYSTEM)

















NATIONAL RADIO ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY (NRAO) Disclpl_ne* Astronomy
Technical: AI Braun (NRAO:zABRAUN)
Warren R_chardion, Chmrlo_t.esv_lle, VA
884/296-e215





Securi_y: AI Braun (NRAO==ABRAUN)
NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY (NRL)
........... w ...................
Technical= Paul Lang (115141:LANG)






Sciencez Dr. Paul Rodrlguez








Unlversi_y Park, PA 18882
So|ante= J_m Breon
814/88E-9495
Secur|_y= Paul Shlrum (PSUV81:=SHARUM)
D1sclpllnel CIlla_.4
SERVICE ARGOS, INC. Dieclpl|ne:
Technlcai; Dan M1_chum (NSSDCAt=ARGOSBszMZTCHUM)
Howlrd Spirka (NSSDCAssARGOSBz=SPARKS)
Servlce Argos_ Inc.




Secur_ys Howard Sparka (NSSDCAIIARGDSBIsSPARKS)
43
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICS OBSERVATORY (SAO)








Sc_encez Roger Hauck (CFA2:tROGER)
SOCUPItyt Van McOlliaon (CFA7==BOGART)
D18clpl_nl= Aatrophyalco
SPACE TELESCOPE INSTITUTE




Spice Telescope Initltute$7ee Sin Mart_n Drlve
Homewood Cimpui
Baltimore, MD 21218
$clence! Dr. Peter Shamea (SCIVAX::SHAMES)
801/$$8-4748




UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE/
NATIONAL OCEANOgRAPhIC AND ATMOSPHERIC
ADMINISTRATION (NOAA)/NATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE, DATA, AND
INFORMATION SERVICE (NESDiS)/NATiONAL
OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA CENTER (NODC)
Technical! Janet Ward (NODC=:WARD)
United Stadia bepar_ment of Commerce/NOAA/NESDIS/NODC
102E Connecticut Avenue
Waahlngton s DC 2_25K
2_2/675-£Ee9
Sc_ence_
Security! Janet Ward (NODC==WARD)
D1oclplino| Oceana
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (USOS)
__.._._....--..------....--....--..... ......
Technical: J_m Fioher (ISDRESstJFISHER)





Security= Jim Fioher (ISDRESttJFISHER)
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE
Tochn;cal: Wilt DabeJl (DELDCN::WALT)
Un_vero_ty of Delaware




Sc_ence_ Walt Dabell (DELOCN::WALT)





Technlcoll LePPy Lu_z (UUDSWllLARRY)
DepsrtJeen_ of Physlcs mnd Astronomy
Unlversl_y of Uerylend
College Perk, UD 26742
361/454-4655
Science: Or. Chuck Goodrlch
361/454-EgS8
Securi_y: Lmrr¥ Blesu (UUAIP::SYSUGR)
361/454-8384
Disclpllne_ Solor Terres_rlsl
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAUPSHIRE
...........................
Technlcslz Birry Relnhold (UNHRCCz:BBR)
Unlversi_¥ of New Hlmpshlre




5ecurlty: Berry Relnhold (UNHRCC::BBR)
Discipl_ne:
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
Techn|csls Don Hollowmy (URI:zDAN)
Universi_y of Rhode Islmnd





Security: Den Hollowoy (URI::DAN)
Discipllnez Oceens
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE
Technical: Wsrren Ssss (RED::SPAN MANAGER)
668/s48-laee (x2875)
Clnd¥ Chandler (RED:sCCHANDLER)
Woods Hole Ocesnogrsphlc Ins_l_u4:4
Clerk 1
Woods Hole, UA 62fi45
Sclence: Andy Usffle (A_UAs:AUAFFZE)
58g/548-1406 (x2764)
5ecur_y: Warren Ssss (RED::SPAN_UANAOER)
TCP/IP: Andy Meffle (A_UA::AUAFFIE)
Disclpllne: Oceans
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S l_ _SlZ = _Z ZZgIISSBSI_I8 SB_BIZ_E SZlZ SIZ_m_IZ_B SZl _l
C. Marshall Spice FI1gh_ Center SPAN Rout|ng Center
BSIIZ_ISlIISZ IZ_SUZ_Z ZnS_I S _ _Z_ _Z _
Updated S/18/89
MARSHALL SPACE FLZGHT CENTER (MSFC) D_ac|pl_net Solar TerreskrioJ, Pleneklry
USFC/SPAN Rouk_ng Cen_er Manage_: Ann Beckman (SSLIsBECKMAN)
2eS/G44-7668, FTS 824-7888
SPAN OSI Trans_k_on Managerz L_nda Porker (SSL:zPORTERL)
2_E/844-7888_ FTS 824-7588
Mmrshmll Spice Fl_ghk Center (MSFC)
Mm_l Code E S_I
Hun_av_lle, AL $8812
Sc_encel Dennls Gmllmgher (SSLzsQALLAGHER)
2eS/S44-7E87
Secur|kyz Linda Porker (SSL::PORTERL)
NASA SCIENCE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
Techn|©a|: Hmrrel| PhiliPpe (MIPSI::SYSTEM)
NASA Science Mmnmgemen_ Informm_lon
Code EL2$
NASA/Umrshmll Space Fl_gh_ Center (MSFC)
Hun_ivllle_ AL 85812
$e£/867-7897_ FTS 824-2248 _ ......
Sc_en©e_
Secur_y_ Hmrrell Ph_ll;pa (MIPSI_SYSTE_)
SOLAR MAGNETOGRAPH
Techn_cal_ Edward Week (MAGRPH_:WEST)
Solar Megne_ogroph
Code ESE2
NASA/Marshall Spmce FI1gh_ Center (USFC)
Hun_sv|lle, AL $E812
28£/£44-7828, ITS 824-7825 .....
Sclence_ Monm Hmgymrd (SSL_sHAQYARD)
2BS/544-7812, FTS 824-7812
SecurlCy_ Edward Wea_ CMAGRPH_WEST_J
MSFC-Served SPAN Sites
D_sc|pl|nes Spmcelmb, Spmce Skmk+on
D;sclpllne: Solmr PhyltCl
AUGSBURG COLLEGE
Technical: Uark Engebrekoon (AUGGIE:_SYSTEM)
Augsburg College




Securttys Mark Engebrekson (AUGGIE::SYSTEU)
Disc_pl_nex Upper At_osphee_c Phyl_Cl
46
EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATTON SYSTEMS (EROS)
DATA CENTER
Technic=ll Tom Bodah (EROSA$:SYSTEM)
Elr_h Relources Observl_on Sys_ms
UUNDT Feder:l Building
S_oux Fsllsp SD 57198
FTS 784-7850
Science:

















Technl¢=l= Mmrk Juhr (KSCDLI==JUHR)
Shawn Riley (KSCDLZ==RILEY)
$0£/887-7897, FTS 82S-7897
McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Compmny
Dept. F888 Gateway Bu_ldlng
P. O. Box 21288
Kennedy Spice Cent_er, FL $2815
8e5/887-8127, FTS 828-8127
Sclence= Jerry Barnes (KSCDLZ==BARNES)
Secur;ty= Mark Juhr (KSCDLI==JUHR)
Discipline= Specelsb, Space S_=_;on
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY (LSU)
Technical= T. Gregory Guzlk (LSUOWSz=GUZZK)
LoulsIana S_atr.e Un|vers1_y (LSU)
Phyelc= Depertumen_
Bacon Rouge, LA 7888S
£e4/See-8597
Sclencet T. Gregory Guztk (LSUOWS==GUZIK)
Security= T. Gregory Ouzlk (LSUOWS==GUZIK)
Dloclpl]ne= Par¢Icle Ascrophyslcs
NAVAL OCEAN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT D1sc|pllne= Ocean=
ACTIVITY (NORDA)
Technical= DeeOee GmPcl= (IN0==NETMAN)
N=v=l 0¢emn Re=earth and Developmen¢ Activity (NORDA)
Code 117
St, ennl= Space Cen_er_ MS 89529
6el/688-4827, FTS 494-4827
Science= Money ParSley (NORDAS==PEFFLEY)
6el/688-4895




Tochn1¢ils Dr. Calvin C. Tongue (STARxtCAL)
S_lnford Unlvore|_y
Center for Radar Astronomy
Durind Bulldlng, Room 229
S_lnford, CA 94S85
415/725-$598
Sc|ence= Dr. Cnlv;n C. Tongue (STARzlCAL)
Secur|_¥: Dr. Cniv_n Co Tongue (STARzzCAL)
STENNIS SPACE CENTER








UNIVERSITIES SPACE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Tochn|ciJ= Jnynn_h_ Srlktshen (LAMPS==SYSTEU)
Unlversi_ies Space Research Association
A_:,mospherl¢ Sclencel 01v|l|on
4968 Corporn_e Dr., Sui_e 188
Hun_sville, AL $5888
2eS/BeB-nB82, 286/E44-ne_E
Science= _e_ Sm_h (LAMPSlzMSMITH)
28B/B44-8985
Security=
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA, HUNTSVILLE
Technlcnl= Harold Plr_le (CSPARA=tPIRTLE)




Science= Roy Torber_ (CSPARAtlTORBERT)
2BE/OnE-8417
Security= Harold Plr_le (CSPARA==PIRTLE)
UNIVERSITY OF CHICA00
Technical= Gordon Lon_z (LASR==LENTZ)
UnlvePsl_¥ of Chicago
Laboratory for An_rophys_c: end Spice Research
Enrico Form1 Institute
955 E. _8_h S_roo_
Chlclgo , IL 88837
$12/782-7856
Sc;encez Oordon Len_z (LASR==LENTZ)
Securi_¥= Gordon Len_z (LASRz=LENTZ)










Technical: BIll Rob18on (IOWASP::SYSTEM)
Machlne Room Operator: $19/$$5-1747
Unlverslty of Iowa
Department of Physlca and Astronomy
Iowa C_ty, IA E2242
$19/$$5-1748
Science: Robert L. Brechwald (IOWASP::BRECHWALD)
819/$$E-1746




Technical: V_nce Re,neff (KUPHSX::SYSTEM)
Unlver81ty of Kansas
DepartJnent of Physics end Aatronomy
Lawrence, KS 88846
915/864-$618











Science: Robert H. Evsns (MIAMI::BOB)
Secur|ty: James Brown (MIAMI::JIM)
D1acipllne: Ocean=
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Technical: Jeff Hays (SPRLC:zJHAYS)
Untverslty of Mlchtgan
Space Phya|cs Research Laboratory
24££ Hayward
Ann Arbor, MI 48189
$15/747-B78S
Science: 5811m L1ngg|
Security: Jeff Hays (SPRLC:tJHAYS)
Disclpllne= Atmospheric Phyalcs, Astrophysics
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Techn|cal: Kelth Goetz (WAVESttGOETZ)
Unlvers|ty of M_nneaots
School of Physics end Astronomy












Science: Chris Anderson (MADRAF::ANDERSON)
888/282-8492




Technlcell Ray Rawl|ns CUSUt,SYSTEM)
Uceh State Un}verl_¢¥
Cen_l_ for A_olpherlc and Space Sc_encea_ UMC-$4
Logan, UT 84322-4405
8el/7Ee-2401
Sc_ence_ Prof. Joe R. Doupn;k _USU:_JRD)
8el/TEe-2gg2
Secur_ty_ Prof. Joe R. Doupnlk (USU::JRD)
WASHINGTON UNIVERSZTY
Technical: Suain Slavney (WURST_:SLAVNEY)
Weah_ngton Un_ver81ty
St. Lou_a, MO eSlSe
$14/889-549S
Science:





D. Je_ Propulsion Laboratory SPAN Routing Center
Updated 4/18/89
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY (JPL)
Technical: Sanford George (JPLNG_:GEORGE)
Jet Propulsion Lobe.story (JPL)
M/S 882-148











Discipline= Solar Terrestrlsl, Planetary, Earth
Sclonco, Oceans
AUES RESEARCH CENTER (ARC)
Technical= Mike Roderlcko (SATt:SYSTEU)
Ames Research Confer (ARC)
Uo;I Stop 255-15
Mo_fett Field, CA 94055
414/694-e925, FT5 464-6925









ScTences Ran Greeley (ASUXPF=sGREELEY)
Security= Don Anderson (ASUZPF=zANDERSON)
BROWN UNIVERSITY






Securl_y= Rob Demlllo (BRNPSG,,RD)
D_sclpl_ne= Galileo
Diocipllne= Planetary and Geology, Galileo
51
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (CALTECH)
Techn|caii Dan Zlr|n (HAMLETszZAR)





Sclence: [d Dandelion (HAMLET::JED)
818/8GS-a97e
Securi_yz Dan Zlrln (HAULET::ZAR)
01sclpl|net Planetary, Oatlleo
LOCKHEED PAL0 ALTO RESEARCH LABORATORIES Disclpl_ne: Solar TePrestrlal
Technical= Dayton Dstlowe (LOCKHDzzNETMGR)
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratorles
0/91-2e B 255
$17e Porter Drlve
Pelo Alto, CA 94504
415/424-8274
Secur;tyl Dayton Datlowe (LOCKHD:=DATLOWE)
NATIONAL OPTICAL ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY (NOA0)
Technlcllz Steve GPandl (DRACOI:GRANDI_

















Technlcml, E. L. Bealm (OSUVAX:,BEALS)





















Science= Mert Dav_el (HYRAXt:DAVIES)
Security: Tim Colvin (HYRAX::COLVIN)
S-CUBED
Techn|cml: Omry A. Jongewlrd
S-Cubed
P.O. Box 162e
La Jells, CA 92e$8
819/4S$-ee6e
Sclenca:
Security: Gary A. Jongewlrd
SAN DIEGO SUPERCOWPUTER CENTER
Technlc=l: E. Peul Lave (SDSCzzLOVEEP)
Sin D_ego Supercomput, er Center
Sen O_ego, CA 92858
619/4EE-4474
Science:
Secur;ty: E. Pmul Love (SDSC::LOVEEP)
THE AEROSPACE CORPORATION
Technlcil: Lynn Fre|aen (DIRAC2::FREISEN)
The Aeroapmce Corpore_on
Wall Stop M2-28g
22_ South Douglas, El Segundo
P.O. Box g29E7
Lee Angeles, CA gs_eg
21S/848-Egg2
Sclencel
Secur|ty: Lynn Fre_aen (DIRAC2:sFREISEN)
TRW










Disclpl_ne: Sollr Terreatrlll, Astrophysics
D_sclpllne: Solar Terrestrlel
D1aclpl_ne: Solar Terrestrial, Pl|netary
53
TRW








UNITED STATES QEOLOOICAL SURVEY (USOS)
(FLAOSTAFF)
Technicil, John Zabel (ZFLAOI,,JZABEL)
United Stet4s Qeologt¢ol Survey (USGS) (Flagstaff)
Altrogeology




Security, John Zabel (ZFLAGI,,JZABEL)










Securlty, Jeff Herrlion (FRED,,DXCK)
Diiclpllne, Solar Terreltrlal, At, moapheclc,
0teens
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TechnlciJI Joe Gotobed CLGONEY=:GOTOBED)
Unlverslty of Arlzona




Securlty, Joe Go,abed (LOONEY::GOTOBED)
Oiiclp(_ne! Planetary
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-BERKELEY





Science= Dr. Forres¢ Meier
41E/642-Egg8
Security: David turtle (540g=,SYSTEM)
Diaclpllne: Solar Terrestrial
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-LOS ANOELES (UCLA)
Technlcal, Stephen Cox (UCLASP==SCOX)
Unlvere|ty of Cil_fornla-Los Angetes (UCLA)
Initltute Of Geophyotes and Planetary Phyilcs
Los Angeles, CA 9e024
213/82S-SSge
Sclence= Neel Cling (UCLASPzzNCLINE)
Secur_yz Stephen Cox _UCLASP=:SCOX)
Dtac|pllne, Planetary, Galileo
54
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-SANTA BARBARA
Technlcel: Roger Lenard (UCUBOzxROQ)





Secur;_y, Roger Lenard (UCMBO:,ROG)
O_sclpl|ne: Oceans
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO




Sc_encex Randy Dive8 (A_UILAzsDAVIS)
Secur_y: Phll Evmnl (A_UILA::EVANS)
D|sclpl|nez At, moapheric, Ocomns, Gel;leo
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII







Seourlby: Jeff Basel (HAWAIZz:POSTUASTER)
Diaclpllne: Planetary and Geologyp Golileo
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON






Sclenee: Douglas W. Po_t.er
Secur|_yz Douglal W. Pother
D|aclpIinez Solar Terrea_r+al
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Technicalt Tracy St4nvlk (MOTHRAzzSTENVIK)
Un_vers|_y Of Washington








E. Johnson Spice Center SPAN Routlng Center
Updated le/2e/oe
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER {JSC) Dieclpl_ne: PlmnetaPy
JSC/SPAN Routing Center Manager:" Den Anderlon (SN:_DAN)
NASA/Johnmon Space Center (JSC)
Ue_l Code SN
Houston, TX 771_g --
715/485-6144p FTS S2G-E144
Sciences Dan Anderaon (SN::DAN)
Security: Dan Anderson (SN:nDAN)
IISlBIBI_IaI¢S=¢=_ :¢11 Z=m=S =_
JSC-Served SPAN St|el
D;aeipl;nes Sol.r Terra.trialLOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORZES
"'*' ..... "_'_" ..... _isg_i ....Technical: S_eve Blair (ESSDP2
Anthony Sallzir (ESSDP2_leee$4)
eert_ H_II (ESSDP2_:lOSe71)
Lol Alamol Nat|anal LaboPotoP|ee
Mail S_op D44e
P.O. Box 1B_$
Los Alamel, NM B754E
G_E/B87-g211
Sciences
SecuP|ty= J_m Krone (ESSDP2==SYSTEM)
S_E/B67-74KT, FTS 845-7487
LUNAR AND PLANETARY INSTITUTE
Techn|calx K_npong Leung (LP_:LEUNO)
Lunar mnd Planetary _nlt|tute
McGetch_n Hall
saea NASA Road One
Houaton, TX 77eSB
715/480-218S
Sclences K_npong Leung (LPI::LEUNQ)
Secur_y: K|npong Leung (LP_ssLEUNG)
D|oc|pl_nez Planetary
NATZONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERZC
RESEARCH (NCAR)
Techn|¢ol_ Boa|I Zrw|n (AAP2::IRWZN)





Secur|ty: Beatl Zrw|n (AAP2::ZRWZN)
Olic|pl|nes A_moapheP1c, Ocianl
56
NATIONAL OCEANIC ANO ATWOSPHERIC
ADMINISTRATION/NATIBNAL INSTITUTE OF
STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOQY (NOAA/NIST)
Technlcel: Jim Wlnkelmon (CRYOELz:WINKELMAN)
Natlonel Oceenlc and Atmospheric Admlnistrat_on/









Securlty: D_ck Harrls (CRYOEL::HARRZS)
$081497-$770, FTS $20-$778
Disclpt_ne: Salsa Terrestrlal, Space
Environment
RICE UNIVERSITY
Technlcsl: Brysn Bales (RICE::BALES)
R_ce University




Science: Potrlcll Re_ff (RICE::REIFF)
705/527-8101 (x2650)
Securlty: Bryan Bales (RICE::SYSTEM or RICE::BALES)
Diaclpllne: Astronomy, Space Physics
SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE




San Anion|o, TX 78284
512/522-$498, 512/884-5111 (x$$18)
Sc;ence: Ran Janetske (SWRit:RON)
812/522-8818
Securlty: Ran Jsnetske (SWRI:IRON)
D|sc|pl_ne: Solar Terrestrial, Atmospheric,
Spmceleb
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
Technlcsl: Ph|l Evans (ARIES::EVANS)
Un_verslty Of Colorado
Laboratory for Astrosc|ence snd Space (LASP)
Boulder, CO 80509
$05/492-1164, $05/492-8951, $®$/492-7941
So|enos: Randy Davls (A_UILA::OAVZS)
805/492-0867
Securlty: Phll Evans (AqUILA::EVANS)
D_sc|pl|ne: Atmospherlc_ Oceans
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS-AUSTIN
Technlcal: R|ck Watson (UTSPAN::R.WATSON)
Univers|ty of Texas-Austin
Contmr for Space Research
Austin, TX 78712
512/471-8220, FTS 770-8220
Sclence: Bob E. Schutz (UTSPANI:tfTCSR::SCHUTZ)
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F. European-SPAN (E-SPAN) Routlng Center
European-SPAN (E-SPAN) has two me,or r'out_ng center's whlch ler've many dlfferent,
countr'_es in Europe. They are located at the _ollowlng |net_tubea:
Eur'opean Space Operltlons Center (ESOC) |n Dar'mltadt, Welt Germany
European Space RoIear'ch Tnst_tute (ESRIN) _n Fr'ISCetl, Itsty
Th_= oectlon on E-SPAN I_=t= _nst_tut]ona by country for else of use.
AUSTRIA
SPACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE
(Not Yet Connected - 1/4/89)










CENTRE DE RECHERCHE EN PHYSIQUE
DE L'ENVIRONMENT (CRPE)
Technlcal= Edmond Pswels (CRPEZSzsPAWELA)
Centre de Recherche en Phyalque
de I'Envlronment (CRPE)
Centr'e Nstlonsl d'Etude= en
Telecommunlcst|on (CNET)
$_ Avenue de Is Republlque




Sc_encer Pstrlck Clnu (CRPEIS==CANU)
$ecur'_ty=
EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY, HEADQUARTERS
Technical= Oerbrand Veldman (ESAH_e==GVELDMAN)
European Space Agency, Headquar'ter'l
8-18 Rue Mar|o N_Ril
7S7_8 Par'Is Codex 1E
Fr'lnce
+S$-14275-76S4
Science= N_ck v.d. He_den




INSTITUT D'ASTROPHYSICS DE PARIS
Technical: D_ego CelaPak_ (IAPOBSI:DIEQO)
Ins&itu_ d'Amteophya_ca de Paris
Cont.e de Colcul







OBSERVATOIRE ASTRONOMI_UE DE STRA5BOURG
Technical: Francois Bonnaeel (CDSXBI::SYSTEM)
Oblervato_re Altronom_que de Strasbourg
Centre de Donneel Sbe la]res







OBSERVATOZRE DE PARIS-MEUDON D_sc|pllne: Space Physlcs
Technlcat: Sylv_ane ChaSntreuil (MEUOON::SYSTEM)
ObservltO_re de Paril-Meudon
Deplr_oment Relelrche Splt_aiel








EUROPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER (ESOC) D1sclpl_ne: All
ESOC/SPAN Rou_ng CenJc_er Manager: Jenny Franks (ECDII:NETMGR)
Paul Hughes (ECDI:INEI'MGR)
European Space Operations Caner (ESOC)




S¢lence: Jenny Franks (ECDls:$28JENNY)
5ecurltys Jenny Frinka (ECDI::$2_JENNY)
EUROPEAN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY LABORATORY (EMBL)
Technlcalz Roy Ormond (EMBLtzORMOND)










Technlcal= Charlle Ounnes (ESOMCZ,tOUNNAS)
EuropQmn Southern Observotory







Security= Charl_e Ounnla (ESOMCZ:=OUNNAS)
D_eclpl_ne=
GERMAN AEROSPACE RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
Technical= Man, red Exner (MUSC2_=SYSTEM)
Deutsche Forechungs- und Versuchsanstalt








GERMAN SPACE OPERATION CENTER
Technical= Mmrtln Pilgram (GSOCI==PILGRAM)
German Space Operatlon Center
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt










Technlcel= Gerd Enderleln (OOEPEE==SYSTEM)
1nit'rut fuer Optoelektron_k
Deutsche Forschung=- und Versuchsanatalt
_uer LuSt- und Raum_ahrt eV (DFVLR)





Sclence_ Gerd Enderle;n (OOEPEE:=SYSTEM)
Securlty= Gerd Enderle_n (OOEPEB=:SYSTEM)
D_sclpllne=
MAX PLANCK INSTITUTE FOR AERONOMY D_sc|pl_ne=






Science: Hsns-Juergen Muelter (LZNMPIxIMUELLER)
Secur|ty= Hans-Juergen Muelter (LZNMPZ==MUELLER)
6O
MAX PLANCK INSTITUTE FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL PHYSICS






Sc;ence: Wolfgong Baumjohonn (_PE::BJ)
Secur}ty: Karlheinz Uuehlhaeuoer (_PE::KZW)
WAX PLANCK INSTITUTE FOR NUCLEAR PHYSICS






Sclence: Hans-Warner Heyng (UXNHD$::HWH)
5ecurlty: Hens-Warner Heyng (UXNHDazzHWH)
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF MUNICH









Tmchnlcat: Gumnter Green (IFKKI*tGREEN)
Chrlatlan-Albrechta Unlvera|taet Kiel





Science: Ouen_er Green (IFKKImmGREEN)
Securlty: Ouenter Green (IFKKI::GREEN)
UNIVERSITY OF TUBINGEN















EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE (ESRIN) Dlsclpllne= All
ESRIN/SPAN Rou_ing Center Man=gaps= JoPd_ Pmscual (ESZS==NETMQR, ESIS==JORDI)
+$g-6-g4189458
M;ke Bret_ (ESZS==NETMQR, ESIS:=MIKE)
+59-6-94180458
European Space Research Institute (ESRiN) ::




Science= Miguel Albrecht (ESIS==MIGUEL)
÷sg-6-9418eSSe
Securlty=
CONSIGLIO NAZlONALE DELLE RICERCHE CENTRO
PER L'ASTRONOMIA INFRAROSSA E LO STUDIO
DEL MEZZO INSTELLARE (CNR/CAISMI) _ ........
Technical=
Cons|gl_o Naz|onile della R1cerche/
Cen_ro per I'AsCronom_a Infr&roall • lO
Studio del Mezzo Znlt, e llare (CNR/CAISUI)





















DIPARTIMENTO DI FISICA TOR VERGATA
Technical,



























Technical: Mart_n Spence (EPO780::SPENCE)
Earthnet Progrlmme Office
European Spice Research Inat]tu_e (ESRIN)








EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE (ESRIN)
Technical:











FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANISATION (FAO) D1sctpllne:
OF THE U,N.
Technical: K. Mead (FAO::SYSTEM)
+59-8-E797-4744
Food and Agrlculture Organlsat_on (FAO) of the U.N.
Dry. AFC







LABORATORZ DZ FZSZCA COSMZCA DEL CONSZOLZO
NAZZONALE DELLE RZCERCHE (CNR),
ZSTITUTO DI FISZCA COSMICA, MILANO
Techn|cml:
Lmborm_orl dl FIelcI Coomlem del
Cone_gllo Nozlonate delle R|eerche (CNR)


















iSTITUTO DI ASTROFZSICA SPAZIALE/CONSiOCId ....
NAZZONALE DELLE RZCERCHE (ZAS/CNR)
Technlclli
II_i_u_o dl Ai_roflslcl Spozlele/Cons|gllo









ISTITUTO DI ASTROFISICA SPAZIALE/CONSZOLZO
NAZIONALE DELLE RICERCHE (IAS/CNR)
REPART0 DI PLANETOLOGZA
Technlcel=
Ii_i_u_o dl As%roflelcl Spizllle/Cons|gllo
Naz|onole delle Ricerche (IAS/CNR)
Reper_o dl Plmnet, o loglm

























ISTITUTO DI FISICA DELLO SPAZIO Olmelpllnes Plmsmm Physics Onivi_m_ionml W.ve.,
INTERPLANETARZO (IFSZ) In, raPed Astronomy
Technicsl: Cecil,s CeccareJI; (IFSI:zCECILIA, ZFSZz:SUPERMAN)
Bruneila N_iinl (ZFSI::BRUNZ)







Sc|encel Merino Dob.owoln_ (IFSZ_:DOBROW)
Security: Co¢111a Co¢clrolll (IFSIzxCECILIA, IFSIztSUPERMAN)
ISTITUTO DI FISICA OENERALE, SEZIONE ASTR.
Technical:
Is_l_uto dl F_slcs Genersle, $ezlone As_P.









ISTITUTO DI RADIOASTRONOMIA DEL CONSIOLIO
NAZIONALE DELLA RICERCHE (CNR)
Techn}ciI;
Is_i_u_o dl Rsd_oos_ronomls del Conslgllo











ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI FISICA NUCLEARE (INFN)
Techn;csl:
Zstltuto Nszlonmle dl Fielca Nucleate (INFN)
LaboPatoel Nezlonell d_ Feaacatl (LNF)





Sya_m Uansge_: Agnese Weetinl (VAXLNF::MARTINI)
+$g-6-g4e$340
Network Wanager: Mmmaimo Pistonl (VAXLNF::WAS$IMO)
+99-8-94_S$72
Science:
Security: Agnese Martini (VAXLNF::MARTINI)
Waaalmo Pis_onl (VAXLNF::MASSIUO)
ISTITUTO PER L'ELABORAZIONE DI SEQNALI
El) IMMAQINI/CONSIGLIO NAZIONALE DELLE
RICERCHE (IE$1/CNR)
Techn_c=l=
Istttuto per I'Elaborazlone dl Segnall








Telex: 81e$3S PHIeBA 1
Sclence=
Security:















OSSERVATORIO ASTROFISICO DI ARCETRI
w-. .... ....---. ...... . .............
Technical:
OlllrVltOrlO AltrOflal¢o di Arcetri
Olpartlmenbo dl F_llce, Oruppo $paz}o
Unlvers|ts d_ Firenze













OSSERVATORZO ASTROFISICO DI CATANZA
Techn_cmls













OSSERVATORIO ASTRONOMICO OI BOLOGNA
Technlcal:










OSSERVATDRIO ASTRONOMICO DZ BRERA
Technical:








OSSERVATORZO ASTRONOMZCO DZ BRERA
(SUCCURSALE MERATE)
Technlcal:
Oaaervm_orlo Aa_ronomleo dl Brerm
(Succursmle Uermt, e)



















OSSERVATORZO ASTRONDMZCO DI COLLURANIA
Technical:









OSSERVATORIO ASTRONOMICO DI PADOVA
Technlcal:












OSSERVATORIO ASTRONOUICO DI ROWA
Tochnlcll:
Oaaervatorlo Aatronomleo dl Rams
Aatronomlco Unlveralta Rome I








0SSERVATORI0 ASTRONOMIC0 De ROUA D|aclpllne: Astronomy
SEDE DI MONTE PORZIO
Technical: Domenlco NannI(ASTRMP,:NANNI)
+99-6-9449819
OalervatorIo Astronomico dl Rams Sods dl Monte Porzlo
Vla dell_Oaaervator|o 1






OSSERVATORIO ASTRONOMICO DI TORINO
Technical:
Osservstorlo Astronom|co dl Tortno
Via 088ervatorlo 28
Zl_2G Pine Torlneae (TO)
Italy
.11-841887/842848/842412






OSSERVATORIO ASTRONOMZCO DI TRIESTE D1scIpllnel
Technlcsll Fsb|o Psslsn (ESRINlssASTRTSzIPASIAN)







Telext 461157 OAT I
Tele_ax: +048-309418
Sclencez Flb;o Pzllan (ESRINI==ASTRTSt:PASZAN)
Securltyz Fablo Pesiln (ESRZNZ:=ASTRTS==PASZAN)
OSSERVATORIO ASTRONOMICO SEDE DI ASIAQO
Technical:










SCUOLA INTERNAZIONALE SUPERIORE DI
STUDI AVANZATZ
Technlcal:



































UNIVERSITA DEQLI STUD! DI LECCE
Techn|cal: +_
























EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY Olsclpllne:
CENTRE (ESTEC)
Technical: Gerbrsnd Veldmmn (ESTCSlmmGVELDMAN)





Sclence: Trevor Smndenlon (ESTCSIlITSANDERS)
Securlty: Oerbrend Veldman (ESTCSl::QVELDMAN)
EXOSAT OBSERVATORY Olac|pllne: Astrophysics
Techn|cal: Guent_P Thoerner (EXOSAT::SYSTEM)
Exosat Observmtory





Science: Andy Pollack (EXOSAT::ANDY)




INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER (IUE) Dlwclpllne:
OBSERVATORY
Techn_cml: Frmncls¢o Marcelo (VILSPA::SYS)
ZnCernmt_onal Ul_rmvlole_ Explo_er (IUE) Obeervm_ory





S¢_eneet M|chmet Bmrylmk (VILSPA==MB)
Secur+tyl Frmn¢lico Mmrcelo (VILSPA=:SYS)
INSTITUTO DE ASTROFISICA DE CANARIAS
Technlc=t= Pedro Mmr_n (ZACsiSYSTEM)









DEPARTMENT OF PLASMA PHYSICS, KTH
Teahn|cml= Beng_ H. N]liaon (ESRIN2ssPLAFYSstNZLSSON)
Depmr_en_ of Plmuma Phyalcsp KTH




Sc|ence= Per-Arne Ltndqvl=¢ (ESRIN2m=PLAFYS=tLINDWVZST)
+46-8-79_7896
Securlby! Beng¢ H. Nlllion (ESRIN2IIPLAFYSt=NILSSON)
D|ecIpl_ne= Spmce mnd Lmbori_ory Plmmmm
Phyilca
UNITED KINODOM
RUTHERFORD APPLETON LABORATORY (RAL)
Technical=










INDIRECTLY CONNECTED USINQ COLOUR BOOK $OF'I_ARE
RUTHERFORD APPLETON LABORATORY (PAL)
(JANET NETWORK)
Technlcal: Ulke Xepgood (UK.AC-RL. IB:zCYM)-






Sc]enceJ Mike Hapgood (UK.AC.RL.IBI:CYU)




V. Technical References for the Space Physics Analysis Network
The following references can be obtained from the National Space Science




I NTERNET: REQUEST@NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA. GOV
or REQUEST@NSSDC. GSFC. NASA.GOV
or by writing to:
National Space Science Data Center
Code 633.4
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Phone: (301) 286-6695 or FTS 888-6695
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APPENDIX












National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771

If your computer is on a network other than the Space Physics Analysis
Network (SPAN), you can still reach the Space Physics Analysis Network
Online Data Base System (SPAN_NIC).
A list of Internet mail addresses and a brief tutorial on how to
access the SPAN NIC account follows. PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS LIST IS
CURRENT AS OF August 18, 1989. THE LATEST UPDATED ONLINE VERSION
CAN BE FOUND IN THE SPAN NIC ACCOUNT AT THE NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE
DATA CENTER (NSSDC) .
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T R A N S P A R E N T D E C N E T I N T E R N E T
SPAN-to-HEPNET
HEPNET is reachable in DECnet areas 41, 42, 43
************************************************************************
-iEKhh/.D_zD_K_






















SPAN-to-SCFMVS (IBM 3081 at the God/ard Space Flight Center)
TO: DFTNIC::JNET%"username@SCFMVS"
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S E L E C T E D X.25 W O R L D D E C N E T H O S T S








NSW, Australia) from SPAN




TO: NSSDCA::SMTP%"username@MSO.ANU.OZ.AU" (see other gateways)
Mount Stromlo & Siding Spring Observatory
[ANU's computer services center]]
TO: NSSDCA::PSI%MSO::user
(Canberra, NSW, Australia)
















Use the normal INTERNET mail syntax.
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S E L E C T E D X.25 W O R L D D E C N E T
University of Newcastle (Newcastle, NSN, Australia) from SPAN
SPAN-to-NEWCASTLE
To: NSSDCA: :PSI%NEWCASTLE : :username












Dominion Astrophysical Observatory (Victoria, Canada)
SPAN-to-DAO
TO: NSSDCA::PSI%DAO::user








S E L E C T E D X.25 W O R L D D E C N E T H O S T S














NOTE: The names that appear after the PSI% are defined on our
host. We have created PSI logicals to make sending mail to certain
sites easier on the end user. Please remember that these names equate
to a DTE # (pad number) - these logicals are strictly host dependent.
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!--start your message text
!--MUST BE FIRST LINE
IN YOUR MAIL MESSAGE
type the rest of your message here !--finish your message
Examples:
To send a mail message to the user SPAN_MGR from SPAN to
NASAMAIL, you would do the following:
To : AMES ::"SPAN MGR@NASAMAIL"
To send a mail message from NASAMAIL to the user NETMGR on







type the rest of your message here
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type the rest of your message here
!--POSTMAN account on NASAmail will
AUTOMATICALLY send your
message...
!--start your message text
!--MUST BE FIRST LINE OF
YOUR TEXT MESSAGE




To send a mail message to the user SPAN_MGR at GSFCMAIL from any
SPAN host, you would do the following:
TO : AMES : :"SPAN MGR@GSFCMAIL"
TO send a mail message from GSFCMAIL to the user NETMGR on the







type the rest of your message here







type the rest of your message here
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type your message here
!--start your message text
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[--start your message text














TO: user@host.BITNET !--MUST BE FIRST LINE OF
YOUR TEXT MESSAGE
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P U B L I C p A C K E T M A I L S Y N T A X
SPAN-t o-O_MNET
IO ::"use rname %OMNET@AMES. ARC. NASA. GOV"












'--start your message text
!--MUST BE FIRST LINE
IN YOUR MAIL MESSAGE
!--finish your message
Examples:
To send a mail message to the support office at OMNET from any
SPAN node, you would do the following:
To : IO ::"omnet. service%OMNET@MAIL"
To : IO : :"omnet. se rvice %OMNET@AMES. ARC. NASA. GOV"
or To: IO: :"omnet. se rvice %OMNET@AMES. ARPA"
To send a mail message from OMNET to the user NETMGR on the







type the rest of your message here
**********************************
OMNET is an electronic mail management company. It provides communications
consulting services. OMNET's SCIENCEnet is a communications network for
International R & D companies.
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DFTNIC : :EXOS%"user@host. domain"
AMES : :"user@host. domain"
STAR: :"user@host. domain"
WITCH : :"user@host. domain"






' U of CALIF/SAH 312




















' U of CALIF/SAN DIE.
To send to user NETMGR at host NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA.GOV (domain GOV)
To: netmgr%nssdca.SPAN@STAR.STANFORD.EDU
NOTES:
Gateways are at the following sites:
GSFC = Goddard Space Flight Center; Greenbelt, MD
contact for NSSDCA: NCF::NETMGR
NETMGR@NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA.GOV
contact for DFTNIC: DFTNIC::LEV
LEV@IAFBIT.GSFC.NASA.GOV
AMES = AMES Reserach Center; Moffett Field, CA
STAR = Stanford University; Stanford, CA
JPL = Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Pasadena, CA
U of CA = University of California; San Diego, CA
ARPA (Intemet) - ARPANET (Advanced Research Projects Agency) is the oldest
computer network in the U.S. Sponsored by the Department
of Defense, it exists to facilitate sharing of resources at
participating organizations and collaboration among researchers,
as well as to provide a testbed or new developments in networking.
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N S F n e t M A I L S Y N T A X
SPAN-to-NSFnet




NSFnet - Operated by the National Science Foundation; based on the
TCP/IP network protocol. The above gateway is located at
NCAR, Scientif'_c Computing Division (SCD), and runs on a
MicroVAX II (ULTRIX operating system).
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B I T N E T M A I L S Y N T A X
SPAN-TO-BITNET & EARN
To : DFTNIC : :JNET%"user@host"
To : STAR: :"user%host. BITNET@CUNYVM. CUNY. EDU"
or To : STAR ::"user@host. B ITNET"
To : LSUVAX : :"IN%"_'use'r@host. BITNET ......
To send to user INS AJPI at host JHUVMS.HCF.JHU.EDU (domain EDU)
















To send to user NETMGR at host NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA.GOV (domain GOV)
To: NETMGR%nssdca.SPAN@DFTBIT
NOTES:
Information on DFTNIC Gateway:
DFTNIC - Goddard Space Flight Center; Greenbelt, MD
Building 28
Contact: DFTNIC::LEV (DECNET address)
LEV%DFTBIT (BITNET address)
********************************
BITNET/EARN - BITNET (Because It's Time NETwork) links universities and
research centers in the United States and Europe. In
Europe, BITNET is called EARN (European Academic Research
Network), and it is an integral part of BITNET, therefore,










(Then type the following as the FIRST line in the message)
X-fwd-to: JANET%host: :user (MAIL TO JANET)









To send to user NETMGR at host NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA.GOV
To: NETMGR%nssdca.SPAN%VLSI.JPL.NASA.GOV@UK.AC.UCL.CS.NSS
NOTE: In the past, the JANET gateway needed to have the address element
(the part immediately left of the @) in U.K. order - with the domain
first, then organization, location, etc. It will now handle addresses




JANET - JANET (Joint Academic NETwork) was created to provide network links
to institutions in the United Kingdom and net access to the outside
world. For more information, see the document "ACCESSING SPAN FROM
NON-SPAN NODES: A Guide for janet Users" by Mike Hapgood at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.
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MFENET - MFEnet stands for the Magnetic Fusion Energy network. It links
energy researchers at educational and research institutes
around the country. The network is connected to the National
Computer Center at Lawrence Livermore National Lab. The
computer center houses five Cray computers, which are available
or use by those connected to MFEnet. The National Magnetic
Fusion Energy Computer Center (NMFECC) at Livermore is
responsible for the development and maintenance of the network.
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User normal Internet MAIL syntax
JUNET - The purpose of JUNE'f is to promote information exchange among
Japanese researchers and with researchers outside Japan. It is



















UUCP - UUCP stands for UNIX to UNIX CoPy. It connects a very diverse
set of machines and users, with most host machines running the
UNIX operating system.
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A C S N E T MA I L S Y N T A X
SPAN-TO-ACSNET
To: JPLLSI::"user@host.oz.Au"
To : NSSDCA_ :SMTP % _u se r %MI]_ICR I. OZ]_@UONET. UU. NE#"
To: NSSDCA::PSI%505228621001::ACSNET%"user@host"
To: NSSDCA:;PSI%5052286fi001::IN%"user@host"
To send to user POSTMASTER at host MUNNARI.OZ.AU
To: JPLLSI : :"postmaster@munnari .OZ .AU"
_CSNET'TO-SPAN -= ......
To : user%host. SPAN@VLSI. JPL.NASA.GOV .....
To send to user NETMGR at host NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA.GOV
To: netmgr%nssdca. SPAN@VLSI.JPL.NASA.GOV
******************************
ACSNET - ACSNET (Australian Computer Science Network) is the main network in
Australia. It is based on the University of Sydney UNIX Network (SUN)
software.
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A C C E S S I N G T H E
S P A C E P H Y S I C S A N A L Y S I S N E T W O R K
O N - L I N E D A T A B A S E S Y S T E M (SPAN_NIC)
SPAN NIC is a menu-driven Network Information Center data base system
designed to help SPAN users with questions about the nodes connected
to SPAN. This system also gives the latest up-to-date MAIL syntaxes
for INTERNET mail. It also tells the users how to access other NICs,













In the examples provided, remember you can either enter NSSDC or
NSSDCA, depending on which machine you want to access.
To access NSSDC Computer Facility:






SET HOST NSSDCA <CR>
SPAN NIC <CR>
- from TCP/IP nodes: system prompt
(i.e., Internet)
[command is the same $ or %






First, dial the phone number for the Rolm modem pool (baud rate is
automatically self-adjusting):
- for 8 bit/no parity (8 bits, 1 stop bit) ===> (301)286-9000
- for even parity (7 bits, 1 stop bit) ===> (301)286-9500










To find the phone number of a Telenet PAD local to the area you
are calling from, call the Telenet customer office, toll free, at
1-800-TELENET. First dial into the local Telenet PAD. When the
PAD answers, hit several carriage returns until you get a prompt:
system prompt you type
!
Z
Terminal= dl <CR> :
@ id ;32107035/gsfc -
Password 036156
Username: SPAN NIC
If you are coming in from overseas, the access method from Telenet is
slightly different. At the @ prompt, you will have to enter the
following: id ;0311032107035
If you have any questions, please feel free to send mail to NCF::NETMGR,
or call (301) 286-7251 or FTS 888-725i for assistance.
Inquiries concerning network access to SPAN_NIC should be directed to:
Ms. Pat Sisson, SPAN Security Manager
or Mr. Todd Butler, GSFC Routing Center Manager
Network Information Center
National Space Science Data Center
Code 630.2









We also have a SPAN passthrough account on the NSSDC Computer Facility. This
account allows a user to use our system as a passthrough device to do the
following:
go from SPAN to INTERNET and vice versa
go from SPAN to an X.29 host and vice versa
go from TELENET pad to SPAN or INTERNET
The access methods are the same as listed above for the SPAN_NIC account.
only difference is as follows:
The
Username: SPAN
Password: please call our office for the password
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FUTURE ACCESS METHOD FROM TELENET PUBLIC PADS
All TELENET public pad access to the NSSDC computer facility will eventually
go through the DACs facility in Huntsville, Alabama. Before using a TELE}_ET
public pad, you will need to get a valid NPSS USERID and PASSWORD.
To obtain a USERID and PASSWORD for the NPSS Gateway, please submit the





Once you get your valid USERID and PASSWORD the steps are as follows:
ERRORS: If you make an error while typing please use the "Ctrl H" key
to make a correction.
TELENET ACCESS TO SPAN
To find the phone number of a Telenet PAD local to the area you are calling
from, call the Telenet customer office, toll free, at 1-800-TELENET.
I) First dial into the local Telenet PAD.
2) When the PAD answers hit several carriage returns until you get the
'Terminal=' prompt <CR> <CR>
system prompt you type
Terminal = dl <CR>






ENTER your userid IN ALL CAPS
ENTER your password IN ALL CAPS
NSSDC <CR>
Username:
If you have any questions, please feel free to send mail to NCF::NETMGR, or
call (301)286-7251 or FTS 888-7251 for assistance.
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